for a two-dimensional stencil.
The locations marked with "X"s in the figure are advanced first using the 2 x 2 stencils centered about each "X". Next, the Hermitian data now stored at the "X" locations are used as initial data to advance the sohition to the center as indicated by the large dot in the figure. Staggering the grid has the same effect as applying the MESA scheme to the entire 3 x 3 stencil in the figure and then adding artificial dissipation. It is however, more efficient to stagger the grid because neighboring grid points will reuse the data at the "X" locations in the figure. In two-dimensions this staggered grid procedure is numerically stable if." a4
At 1
A. Hermitian Derivative Approximation
The MESA scheme requires an approximation to the solution of the primitive variables (p and ui) and their spatial derivatives at the center of each stencil. Let the flmction, f(x,y), be an approximation of one of the primitive variables from Eqs.
(1) and define its origin to be at the center of each two-point stencil shown in Fig. 3 . Then in two-dimensions the following data must be approximated once for each primitive variable (f(x,y)=p(x,y), u(x,y),
On a Cartesian grid these approximations can be found using tensor product interpolation 2s in two or three dimensions if the interpolant:
with its origin at stencil center is used with a 2s + 1 order method and if the following data is available at each grid point:
for very high order methods is very difficult and inefficient unless it is reduced to a series of one-dimensional interpolations by using tensor products. Briefly, this is accomplished by performing one-dimensional interpolations of the form: 2r
It is then possible to interpolate in the x direction, using the data on the grid points, the following two sets of data for Y=Y0 and y = y_"
Then this data is used to interpolate in the y-direction using the following one-dimensional shape flmction:
Once the Cj / terms are determined, they provide the data shown in Eq. (3):
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The one-dimensional shape flmctions (Eq. (6) 
where the Qi,i are the traditional Hermitian divided differences from the tableau (shown in 
With these developments it is now possible to efficiently approximate all solution variables
and their derivatives at the center of a two-point stencil to any level of accuracy with only a page of code. Since these explicit forms are completely algebraic it is possible to dynamically adapt the accuracy of the approximation to the solution evolution.
B. Time Evolution
To fully utilize the arbitrarily high order accuracy in space that is possible on two-point stencils, it is necessary to achieve similar accuracy in time; 
The mixed space-time derivatives are then used in modified series expansions with local coordinates about the center of the interpolation stencil at the current time level. For two-dimensional problems,the following seriesare used,with O = 2.2' + 1" 
By unrolling the Cauchy-Kowalewski recursion in Eq. 14, we can quickly express the mixed space-time derivatives C_, b, _, C_, b, _., and C.Vb, k in Eq. (16) in terms of the space deriva.
tires C_, _, 0, C_ib, 0' and O.'b,o, which were approximated at the stencil center in the last section.
The following loop efficiently unrolls the recursion: 29
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where Y dx,dy,xi,Yj is defined by:
}_dx,dy,xi,yj Fig. 5 :
Tile same method applied to the special case shown in Fig. 6 would use the conditions:
The shape fimction for each fill point can now be soh'ed using the boundary conditions and the known interior data in each shaded region of Fig. 5 . The boundary condition
Eqs. (22) • the top, center grid point is a "boundary" point (indicated by "B"),
• the center, center grid point is a "fill" point (hollow circles),
• and the bottom, center grid point is an "interior" point (filled in circles).
The stencil constraint tree (SCT) for the simple case of a 2 x 2 stencil which has an interior grid point in its top-right location is shown in Fig. 8 (29) is nonsingular. One such mapping is shown in Fig. 12 for the upper triangular part of the outlined $8 3 x 3 stencil in Fig. l I . The degenerate cases occur because it is not guaranteed that a nearby surface will be found using the mapping shown. These eases are usually not an issue in practice and can be avoided by choosing alternate interpolation regions as in Fig. 13 or by constructing the SCT for a larger stencil around the fill point in Fig. ] 
where G_ = cos(tEn-/i), G= cos(_-tllff'll), Fig. 4 , which is used for the interpolation.
The sum of colmnn j should equal the difference of the first and last terms in column j-1. 2r'4°If roundoff error begins to occur, simply stop constructing the tableau at that point and use the resulting lower order method.
This saves computational effort and enables the solution of a field containing widely varying wavelengths.
B. Acoustic Scattering
With the exceptional qualities of very high order methods established for wave propagation, the simulation of acoustic scattering from within a rotated box and a circle was completed as shown in Fig. 15 . An analytical solution to wave scattering within the rotated box with no mean convection is:
where the coordinate system is aligned with the box. An analytical solution to wave scattering within a circle with no mean convection is:
where A = 3.83171, Jo is the Bessel fimction of the first kind of order 0, and where polar coordinates are used.
For the case of an unrotated box we found stable solutions with second, third, fifth, seventh, ninth and eleventh order accuracy using boundary conditions from Eq. (22) The sequence used on the top box in the figure is mmwrically stable while the sequence used for the box on the bottom is not. It was found that few 2 ''d order methods, ordering regions by the number of fill points they contain from fewest t4, most and then interpolating the fill points in that order was always stable for the case.,, test¢,d. This is why most of the interior is shaded for the box cases in Fig. 15 compared to th,, I,_,x¢,s in Fig. 18 oriented surfacesmay be interpolated. Computer algebrais then usedto find the symbolic shapefunction for eachstencil configuration,and the stencilconstraint tree is usedto quickly identify the correct interpolant for eachnear boundary grid point.
In spite of the developmentof simple proceduresfor the time evolution at all grid points, the Fortran application code of a very high order method is complicated,'so the task of programming was automated using computer algebra procedures. These procedureshave successflfllyproduced: (1) stable, parallel 57_horder wavepropagation methods in two and three spatial dimensionswith periodic boundaryconditions; (2) stable2"a order methodsfor scattering problemswith generalizedsurfaceboundary conditions in two spatial dimensions; and (3) stable 11th order methodsfor scattering problems with surfacesaligned to the grid in two spatial dimensions.
The resolution and efficiency of these methods improve with order until the accuracy exceedsthe limits of machine precision. At these very high ordersof design accuracy it is necessaryto control roundoff error and a method for doing this is suggested.
The proceduresdiscussedhere provide a systematic method for quickly changing the accuracyof both the interior propagation and wall boundary condition implementations to suit flow conditions. And it was shown that very high order methods (> I5) provide an opportunity for subgrid scaleresolution.
These results demonstrate the potential value of very high accuracyin time as well as in spacefor aeroacousticcalculations. But, a detailed stability analysisfor theseprocedures remains to be done for the generalizedhigh order surfaceconditions. And, a method for unrolling nonlinearCauchy-Kowalewski recursionneedsdevelopedto achievearbitrarily high accuracyin time for nonlinear problems.
Nonetheless, it is necessary to useHermitian data for achievingvery high order solutions becauseLagrangian stencils simply becometoo large. And since small stencils allow for a very simple interpolation procedureof arbitrary accuracywhile maintaining CFL stability near boundaries,future work will be devotedto exploiting them in substantial applications. 
